Project Information:

- Library Name: Buhl Public Library
- Library Contact: Amanda Hatfield
- A short description about the creation. What media, computer program, or design method was used:

The teens worked from start to finish on creating an original "Pokemon" character, drawing and designing it, and then coming up with a story so that it could be turned into a comic book. They also had to create a 3-D model, rubber band model, or perler bead model of their creation.

We started with paper and pencil then used Toondoo.com to create the comic. Teens used play dough, Tinkercad, Rubber bands or Perler beads to create their monster in life.

This creature came from Alexis Pawson, she has named her creature Luce. This is the first pencil drawing of her creature. She is still working on her 3-D rendering of this guy.